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!BSTRACT
!U AT 0T $EFORMATIONPROCESSED -ETAL -ETAL 
#OMPOSITE $--#	 WAS ISOTHERMALLY ANNEALED 
AT VARIOUS TIMES AND TEMPERATURES !VRAMI AND 
!RRHENIUS RELATIONS WERE USED TO EVALUATE THE 
KINETICS OF THE TRANSFORMATION FROM THE INITIAL 
METASTABLE NANO½LAMENTARY MICROSTRUCTURE TO THE 
EQUILIBRIUM HOMOGENEOUS SOLID SOLUTION CONDITION 
2ESULTS INDICATED THAT THE ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR THIS 
TRANSFORMATION WAS    K*MOL 4HIS ACTIVATION 
ENERGY IS LOWER THAN ACTIVATION ENERGIES REPORTED 
IN THE LITERATURE FOR PLANAR INTERFACE SINGLE CRYSTAL 
!U0T DIFFUSION COUPLE EXPERIMENTS 4HE EFFECTS 
OF CHEMICAL POTENTIAL SURFACE CURVATURE AND 
STRAIN EFFECTS ON THE EMPIRICAL ACTIVATION ENERGIES 
DETERMINED IN THE $--# OF THIS STUDY ARE DISCUSSED 
4HESE FACTORS ARE THOUGHT TO CAUSE THE $--# 
SYSTEMS TO REACH EQUILIBRIUM FASTER 
+EYWORDS
'OLD COMPOSITE TRANSFORMATION CAPILLARY ACTIVATION ENERGY
  )NTRODUCTION
$URING  THE  PAST  QUARTER  CENTURY  SEVERAL  $EFORMATION
PROCESSED  -ETAL  -ETAL  #OMPOSITES  $--#´S	  HAVE 
BEEN  DEVELOPED  IN  #U.B  ;=  #U!G  ;=  !U!G  ;=  AND 
OTHER BINARY  SYSTEMS  ;=  )N CONTRAST  TO CONVENTIONAL METAL 
MATRIX COMPOSITES REINFORCED BY CERAMIC ½LAMENTS $--#´S 
ARE PRODUCED BY COLD WORKING SPECIMENS COMPRISED OF TWO 
METAL  PHASES  TO  REDUCTIONS  IN  AREA  GREATER  THAN   
$--#´S  HAVE  AN  ADVANTAGE  FOR  PRODUCING  HIGHSTRENGTH 
ELECTRICAL  WIRES  SINCE  THE  METAL  REINFORCEMENT  ½LAMENTS 
UNLIKE  CERAMIC  REINFORCEMENTS  CONTRIBUTE  SUBSTANTIALLY 
TO CONDUCTIVITY 
$--#´S CAN BE PRODUCED FROM COMELTED METALS THAT ARE 
MUTUALLY IMMISCIBLE IN THE SOLID PHASE WITHOUT INTERMETALLIC 
COMPOUND FORMATION OR THEY CAN BE PRODUCED FROM POWDER 
METALLURGY COMPACTS  )N EITHER CASE  IT  IS NECESSARY THAT THE 
TWO  METALS  ARE  DUCTILE  AND  POSSESS  APPROXIMATELY  EQUAL 
¾OW STRESSES 4HE TYPICAL MICROSTRUCTURE OF AXISYMMETRICALLY 
DEFORMED  $--#´S  IS  CYLINDRICAL  ½LAMENTS  FOR  FCC  ½LAMENT
FCC  MATRIX  SYSTEMS  OR  RIBBONSHAPED  ½LAMENTS  FOR  BCC 
½LAMENTFCC MATRIX SYSTEMS AS SHOWN IN &IG  4HE SHAPE OF 
THE  ½LAMENTS  IN $--#´S  RESULTS  FROM  TEXTURE DEVELOPMENT 
DURING DEFORMATION THAT CAUSES PLANE STRAIN DEFORMATION OF 
BCC ½LAMENTS BUT PERMITS TRIAXIAL STRAIN IN FCC ½LAMENTS ;= 
!LTHOUGH  CONSIDERABLE  ATTENTION  HAS  BEEN  DEVOTED 
TO  EXPLAINING  THE  HIGH  STRENGTH  OF  $--#´S  ;=  LESS 
ATTENTION HAS BEEN DEVOTED TO STUDY THE CHANGES IN $--# 
MICROSTRUCTURE  AND  PROPERTIES  THAT  RESULT  FROM  PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE  TO  ELEVATED  TEMPERATURES  DURING  SERVICE  3INCE 
THE $--# MICROSTRUCTURE  IS METASTABLE  IT  IS  VULNERABLE  TO 
½LAMENT  COARSENING  DUE  TO  ENERGY MINIMIZATION  FROM  THE 
LARGE DRIVING FORCE OF THE CAPILLARY EFFECT 
4HERMAL  INSTABILITY  HAS  BEEN  STUDIED  IN  $--#´S  BY 
MEASURING  CHANGES  IN  MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES  AND  ½LAMENT 
SHAPE  3PITZIG  ET  ALIA  ;=  STUDIED  TENSILE  PROPERTIES  AFTER 
HIGH  TEMPERATURE  ANNEALING  OF  #U4A  AND  #U.B  $--#´S 
4HEY  FOUND  THAT  4A  SECOND  PHASE  ½LAMENTS  DISPLAY  SLOWER 
COARSENING  THAN  .B  ½LAMENTS  PRESUMABLY  DUE  TO  SLOWER 
BOUNDARY DIFFUSION IN 4A 4HEY ALSO FOUND THAT BOTH $--#´S 
SHOWED SUBSTANTIAL LOSS OF ROOM TEMPERATURE STRENGTH AFTER 
ANNEALS AT  + -ORE RECENTLY ,EE ET ALIA ;= PERFORMED 
TENSILE  TESTS  AND  EXAMINED  THE  FRACTURE  BEHAVIOR  ON  A  #U
#R $--# IN THE TEMPERATURE RANGE  TO  + TO STUDY 
THE LOAD TRANSFER BETWEEN THE #R ½LAMENTS AND THE #U MATRIX 
4HEY  SUGGESTED  THAT  THE  #U  BECOMES  MUCH  MORE  PLASTIC 
SOFTER	 THAN THE #R WITH INCREASING TEMPERATURE BY OBSERVING 
MICROSTRUCTURE  DAMAGE  NEAR  THE  ½LAMENT  ENDS  /NE  OF 
THE  ½RST  STUDIES  OF  THE  SHAPE  INSTABILITY  OF  $--#´S  WAS 
PERFORMED BY -ALZAHN +AMPE ET ALIA ;= ON #U&E AND .I
7 $--#´S  )N  THAT STUDY COARSENING WAS OBSERVED TO BE A 
SEQUENTIAL PROCESS BEGINNING WITH A PRIMARY SHAPE INSTABILITY 
CONDITION  FOLLOWED  BY  CYLINDERIZATION  BOUNDARY  SPLITTING 
AND EDGE SPHEROIDIZATION 4HE MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGE ENDED 
WHEN  THE  SECOND PHASE WAS  COMPLETELY  CONVERTED  FROM  A 
½LAMENTARY OR  LAMELLAR MORPHOLOGY TO SPHERES DISPERSED  IN 
'OLD "ULLETIN    
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MELTING POINT OF 3N 8U OBSERVED THAT ½LAMENTARY COARSENING 
BEGAN  WHEN  THE  SECOND  PHASE  HAD  A  SINUSOIDAL  SHAPE 
PERTURBATION ALONG ITS LENGTH THAT REACHED A CRITICAL WAVELENGTH 
VALUE  /NCE  THAT  OCCURRED  THE  INSTABILITY  PROGRESSED  TO 
SPHEROIDIZATION DUE TO A CHEMICAL POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE FROM 
THE  'IBBS4HOMPSON  DRIVING  FORCE  (IS  ASSUMPTION  WAS 
CORRELATED WITH EARLIER THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF INSTABILITY OF 
CYLINDRICALLY  CURVED  SURFACE PERTURBATIONS  FROM 2AYLEIGH  ;= 
AND OF CHEMICAL POTENTIAL AS A DRIVING FORCE OF GRAIN BOUNDARY 
GROOVING FROM -ULLINS ;= 
)N THIS STUDY THE RATE OF TRANSFORMATION OF A !U0T $--# 
WAS MEASURED AND ANALYZED 4HE !U0T $--# WAS DEVELOPED 
FOR POTENTIAL USE FOR INTERCONNECT WIRES OF MICROPROCESSORS AND 
FOR WEARRESISTANT SWITCH CONTACTS *OHNSON-EHL!VRAMI *-!	 
AND !RRHENIUS EQUATIONS WERE USED TO ANALYZE THE ACTIVATION 
ENERGY OF ½LAMENT TRANSFORMATION 4HE !U0T SYSTEM DIFFERS 
FROM  THE  SYSTEMS  EXAMINED  IN  PREVIOUS  COARSENING  STUDIES 
BECAUSE  0T  IS  COMPLETELY  SOLUBLE  IN  THE  !U  MATRIX  IN  THE 
SOLID STATE !T ELEVATED TEMPERATURES THE 0T ½LAMENTS DO NOT 
CHANGE SHAPE THEY SIMPLY DISSOLVE INTO THE MATRIX 4HUS THE 
!U0T  $--#  TRANSFORMS  FROM  A  METASTABLE  ½LAMENTARY 
STRUCTURE  TO  THE  EQUILIBRIUM  HOMOGENEOUS  SOLID  SOLUTION 
FOLLOWING  THE  *-!  EQUATION  FOR  THIS  PHYSICAL  CHANGE  4HIS 
MEANS  THAT  THERE  IS  NO  EFFECT  OF  ENERGY  DUE  TO  SHAPE 
CONVERSION TO SPHERES BECAUSE SPHERES DO NOT FORM  )T ALSO 
MEANS  THAT  NO  CRITICAL  WAVELENGTH  OR  OTHER  PERTURBATION 
CRITERIA  MUST  BE  SATIS½ED  BEFORE  CHANGE  BEGINS  IN  THE 
½LAMENTS ALL 0T ½LAMENT SHAPES ARE INHERENTLY UNSTABLE IN A 
!U MATRIX (OWEVER THE CAPILLARY EFFECT OF THE SECOND PHASE 
WILL  BE  EXPECTED  TO  AFFECT  THE  RATE  OF  TRANSFORMATION  AS  A 
DRIVING FORCE MECHANISM )T IS HOPED THAT THE RESULTS OF THIS 
STUDY WILL IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURE OF INSTABILITY 
RATE TRANSFORMATIONS IN $--#´S
THE MATRIX 
)N  A  MORE  RECENT  STUDY  8U  ET  ALIA  ;=  OBSERVED 
SPHEROIDIZATION OF 3N ½LAMENTS IN AN !L3N $--# A PROCESS 
THAT  OCCURRED  EVEN  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  DUE  TO  THE  LOW 
&IGURE 
! DEPICTION OF TYPICAL MICROSTRUCTURES IN AXISYMMETRICALLY DEFORMED --#´S A	 )N FCC MATRIX  FCC REINFORCING PHASE COMPOSITES THE REINFORCING PHASE  
PARTICLES CHANGE DURING DEFORMATION PROCESSING FROM EQUIAXED POWDER PARTICLES TO ½LAMENTS THAT ARE APPROXIMATELY CYLINDRICAL IN SHAPE ;= B	 )N FCC 
MATRIX  BCC REINFORCING PHASE COMPOSITES RIBBONSHAPED ½LAMENTS RESULT FROM THE PLANE STRAINING MODE PRESENT IN THE HEAVILY TEXTURED BCC PHASE ;=
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&IGURE 
0LOT OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY VERSUS ANNEALING TIME FOR !UAT0T $--# 
ANNEALED AT THE THREE TEMPERATURES MARKED %RROR BARS INDICATE ONE 
STANDARD DEVIATION
A	 B	
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  %XPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
4HE !U0T BINARY SYSTEM IS WELLSUITED TO $--# PRODUCTION 
BECAUSE IT CONTAINS NO INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS BOTH METALS 
ARE  HIGHLY  DUCTILE  AND  THE  ¾OW  STRESS  OF  0T  IS  FAIRLY  SIMILAR 
TO THAT OF !U ! !U AT0T POWDER BLEND WAS MIXED AND 
COMPACTED BY COLD  ISOSTATIC PRESSING #)0	 AT  -0A ;= 
4HE  PARTICLE  SIZES  OF  THE  STARTING  !U  AND  0T  POWDERS WERE 
 TO  M AND  TO  M RESPECTIVELY 4HE #)0 COMPACT 
WAS  SEALED  FOR  CONSOLIDATION  IN  AN  ANNEALED  #U  CAN  AND 
THEN  MECHANICALLY  DEFORMED  BY  EXTRUDING  SWAGING  AND 
WIRE DRAWING AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 4HE HEAT GENERATED BY 
MECHANICAL  PROCESSING WAS  REMOVED  AS  QUICKLY  AS  POSSIBLE 
AFTER EACH DEFORMATION STEP BY IMMERSING THE SPECIMENS IN 
COLD WATER TO MINIMIZE DISSOLUTION OF THE ½LAMENTARY SECOND
PHASE 0T INTO THE !U DURING DEFORMATION 4HE #U SLEEVE WAS 
REMOVED FROM THE WIRE WITH (./ ACID AT A DEFORMATION TRUE 
STRAIN M  OF   7ITH  THE  ADJUSTMENT  FOR  COLLAPSE  OF   
POROSITY  IN  THE #)0  COMPACT  TRUE  STRAIN  M	 WAS  CALCULATED 
USING  Mx   LNDODF	  WHERE  DO  IS  THE  INITIAL  WIRE  DIAMETER 
AND DF IS THE ½NAL WIRE DIAMETER &INALLY THE SAMPLE WAS WIRE 
DRAWN  TO M    WITH  A MEAN DIAMETER OF  M 4HE 
MICROSTRUCTURE AND KINETIC TRANSFORMATION ANALYSES REPORTED 
HERE WERE ALL PERFORMED ON THESE M WIRES 
!U0T WIRES WERE SEALED IN GLASS AMPOULES CONTAINING AN !R 
ATMOSPHERE AND ANNEALED AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR VARIOUS 
TIMES TO ACHIEVE  ISOTHERMAL ANNEALING AT   AND  
+  4HE  ANNEALING  WAS  PERFORMED  BY  PLACING  THE  AMPOULES 
CONTAINING  THE WIRE  SPECIMENS  IN A PREHEATED  FURNACE AND 
THEN  REMOVING  THE  AMPOULES  FROM  THE  FURNACE  AFTER  THE 
ANNEAL TO AIR COOL )N RETROSPECT IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THIS ANNEALING 
PROCEDURE  MAY  HAVE  COMPROMISED  THE  ACCURACY  OF  THE 
ACTIVATION ENERGIES AND PREEXPONENTIAL TERMS DETERMINED AS 
DISCUSSED IN THE RESULT SECTION !FTER EACH ANNEAL THE DEGREE 
OF TRANSFORMATION FROM THE NONEQUILIBRIUM TO THE EQUILIBRIUM 
SOLID  SOLUTION  MICROSTRUCTURE  WAS  DETERMINED  BY  ELECTRICAL 
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED AT # BY A STANDARD 
FOURPROBE POTENTIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE ; = 
3CANNING  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPE  3%-	  SPECIMENS  WERE 
PREPARED  BY  ORDINARY  METALLOGRAPHIC  TECHNIQUES  AND 
EXAMINED  IN  THE  UNETCHED  CONDITION  !  *%/,  3%-  WAS 
USED  TO  OBSERVE  THE  $--# MICROSTRUCTURE  AFTER  VARIOUS 
ANNEALING TIMES 
4RANSMISSION  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPY  4%-	  WAS  USED  TO 
RESOLVE THE NANO½LAMENTARY MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE TRUE STRAIN 
  WIRES  
  #ALCULATION METHODS
4HE  $--#  WIRES  WERE  ANNEALED  TO  STUDY  THE  KINETICS  OF 
0T  ½LAMENT  DISSOLUTION  BY  DIFFUSION  INTO  THE  !U  MATRIX 
!NNEALING  TRANSFORMS  THE  METASTABLE  TWOPHASE  SYSTEMS 
TO HOMOGENEOUS  SOLID  SOLUTIONS WHICH ARE  THE EQUILIBRIUM 
STATES 4HE TRANSFORMED FRACTIONS OF METASTABLE $--#´S TO 
HOMOGENEOUS SOLID SOLUTION Y ARE DE½NED AS 
  Y   	
WHERE W WT AND WMAX ARE THE RESISTIVITIY BEFORE ANNEALING AFTER 
ANNEALING FOR TIME T AND IN THE HOMOGENEOUS SOLID SOLUTION 
CONDITION RESPECTIVELY 
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0LOT OF THE !U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4HE RELATION BETWEEN TRANSFORMATION RATES AND THE RECIPROCAL  
TEMPERATURES OF !UAT 0T $--#
RT ¯ R
RMAX  ¯ R
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4HE  EMPIRICAL  HOMOGENEOUS  SOLIDSTATE  TRANSFORMATION 
CONSIDERING  TIME  AND  TEMPERATURE  DEPENDENCE  CAN  BE 
EXPRESSED BY THE *-! EQUATION 
  Y OR Y ¯EXP;¯KT	N=  	
WHERE  N  IS  THE  POWER  RELATED  TO  THE  TRANSFORMATION 
MECHANISMS  AND  K  IS  THE  TRANSFORMATION  RATE  CONSTANT  OF 
HOMOGENIZATION AT A GIVEN ANNEALING TEMPERATURE 4HE ½NAL 
POINTS ON EACH CURVE ARE A VALUE OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY VERY 
NEAR THAT OF A HOMOGENEOUS SOLID SOLUTION )T IS ASSUMED THAT 
THE !VRAMI EQUATION IS VALID FOR THE TRANSFORMATION OF VOLUME 
FRACTION FROM METASTABLE STATE TO HOMOGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM 
SOLID SOLUTION 
&ROM  THE  *-!  EQUATION  THE  RELATION  OF  TRANSFORMED 
FRACTIONS  AND  TIMES  CAN  BE  OBTAINED  BY  TAKING  THE  DOUBLE 
LOGARITHM OF %Q 	 TO YIELD 
  LN LN ;  = N )N TN LN K  	
 
4HE N AND K CAN BE OBTAINED BY THE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF 
THE GRAPH 5SING AN ATOMISTIC MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE DIFFUSION 
PROCESS A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE ACTIVATION ENERGY IS 
DETERMINED FROM THE !RRHENIUS EQUATION 
  K  ! EXP   	  	
 
AFTER TAKING THE LOGARITHM OF %Q 	 
  )N K     )N !  	
WHERE 2 IS THE GAS CONSTANT 4 IS ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AND 
! IS A CONSTANT 4HE PLOT OF THE TRANSFORMATION RATE AGAINST 
THE RECIPROCAL OF ANNEALING TEMPERATURE YIELDS AN EMPIRICAL 
ACTIVATION ENERGY 1 AS THE SLOPE OF THE PLOT 4HE ACTIVATION 
ENERGIES  ARE  THE  ENERGIES  REQUIRED  FOR  DIFFUSIVE MOTIONS  IN 
THESE $--# SYSTEMS
  2ESULTS
4HE ISOTHERMAL TRANSFORMATION KINETICS OF !UAT0T $--# 
DISPLAY  THE CLASSIC  SIGMOIDAL  SHAPES  SHOWN  IN &IG   )T WAS 
ASSUMED THAT THE RESISTIVITY CHANGES WERE DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL 
TO  THE  AMOUNT  OF  TRANSFORMATION  PRODUCTS  FORMED  4HE 
KINETIC  EXPONENT  PARAMETERS  N  CAN  BE  DETERMINED  FROM 
THE  STRAIGHT  LINE  PLOTS  OF  LNLN;Y	=  AGAINST  LN  T  SHOWN  IN 
&IG  4HE RESULTS SHOW THAT !UAT0T YIELDS A MEAN KINETIC 
EXPONENT OF  IN THE RANGE OF  + 
4HE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF !UAT0T $--# WAS CALCULATED 
FROM THE PLOT OF  THE  RELATION BETWEEN TRANSFORMATION  RATES 
AND  TEMPERATURES  SHOWN  IN  &IG    !S  4ABLE    SHOWS  THE 
ACTIVATION  ENERGY  DETERMINED  BY  THIS  EXPERIMENT  IS  LOWER 
THAN THE ACTIVATION ENERGIES REPORTED BY OTHER INVESTIGATORS 
FOR DIFFUSION OF 0T IN !U AND OF !U IN 0T AS MEASURED FOR SINGLE 
CRYSTAL DIFFUSION COUPLES WITH PLANAR INTERFACES )T SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT THE ANNEALING METHOD USED MAY HAVE INTRODUCED 
SOME  ERROR  IN  THE  DETERMINATION  OF  1  SINCE  THE  HEATING 
AND  COOLING  OF  THE  SPECIMENS WAS  NOT  INSTANTANEOUS  4HE 
SPECIMENS WOULD  TAKE  A  FEW MINUTES  TO  REACH  THE  FURNACE 
TEMPERATURE  WHEN  THE  GLASS  AMPOULE  WAS  ½RST  PLACED  IN 
THE  FURNACE  AND  THERE WOULD BE ANOTHER PERIOD WHEN  THE 
SPECIMENS  RETAINED  SOME  FURNACE  HEAT  AFTER  THE  AMPOULE 
WAS REMOVED FROM THE FURNACE AND AIR COOLED 
&IGURE 
"ACKSCATTERED ELECTRON 3%- MICROGRAPH SHOWS THE ½LAMENTARY
MICROSTRUCTURE OF 0T SECOND PHASE 4HE PICTURE WAS TAKEN IN LONGITUDI
NAL CROSS SECTION 0T SECOND PHASES STARTING TO FORM SHORT ½LAMENTS IN 
THE !U MATRIX FOR !UAT 0T $--# AT A WIRE DIAMETER OF  M
&IGURE 
4%- MICROGRAPH SHOWING A TRANSVERSE WIRE SECTION IE PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE ½LAMENTS´ LONG DIMENSION	 !S WIRE DIAMETER WAS REDUCED BY 
DRAWING THE 0T ½LAMENTS BECAME LONGER AND SMALLER IN DIAMETER  
NM IN THIS SPECIMEN	

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&IG  SHOWS A 3%- BACKSCATTER IMAGE OF THE WIRE DRAW TO 
 M AND &IG  SHOWS A 4%- IMAGE OF THE WIRE DRAW TO 
 M !S THE TRUE STRAIN DEFORMATION INCREASES TO Mx  
THE ½LAMENT DIAMETER DECREASES TO AN AVERAGE VALUE OF NM 
MAGNI½ED  BY  4%-  IMAGES  )N  ALL  SPECIMENS  THE  ½LAMENTS 
WERE  OBSERVED  TO  DEVELOP  PARALLEL  TO  THE  WIRE  AXIS  IN  THE 
NORMAL MANNER FOR SUCH $--#´S !S ANNEALING PROGRESSED 
THE 0T ½LAMENTS GRADUALLY DISAPPEARED BY DIFFUSION TO FORM A 
HOMOGENEOUS SOLID SOLUTION
  $ISCUSSION
4HE  INSTABILITY  OF  THIS  COMPOSITE´S  MICROSTRUCTURE  IS 
CHARACTERIZED BY THE ACTIVATION ENERGIES DETERMINED  IN THIS 
STUDY &ACTORS AFFECTING THE ACTIVATION ENERGY IN THIS COMPLEX 
SYSTEM  INCLUDE  INTERFACE  DIFFUSION  WHICH  HAS  A  CHEMICAL 
GRADIENT ACROSS  THE  INTERFACE SURFACE DIFFUSION WHICH HAS A 
CHEMICAL POTENTIAL  FROM THE SURFACE CURVATURE AND A STRAIN 
EFFECT FROM COHERENCY ENERGY STORED ELASTIC ENERGY AND HIGH 
CONCENTRATIONS OF DEFECTS RESULTING FROM PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
4HEREFORE  THE  EMPIRICAL  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  1  CAN  BE 
SUBDIVIDED INTO THREE TERMS ONE FOR THE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF 
THE CHEMICAL FREE ENERGY 1I ANOTHER FOR THE ACTIVATION ENERGY 
OF SURFACE CURVATURE 1C AND A THIRD TERM FOR THE ACTIVATION 
ENERGY OF THE STRAIN EFFECT 1S 4HE ½RST EFFECT 1I  IS CLEARLY 
SEEN IN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACTIVATION ENERGIES IN THE 
LITERATURE FOR SINGLE CRYSTAL PLANAR DIFFUSION OF !U0T 4HE LATTER 
EFFECT IS EXPECTED TO PROMOTE FASTER DIFFUSION IN THE SYSTEM 
LEADING  TO  THE  OBSERVED  LOWER  ACTIVATION  ENERGIES  VISgVIS 
PUBLISHED VALUES FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFUSION COUPLE STUDIES 
4HE  ATOMISTIC  APPROACHES  FOR  THOSE  THREE  PARAMETERS  ARE 
DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS 
  #HEMICAL FREE ENERGY 
4ABLE    SHOWS  THAT  THE  !U0T  $--#  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  IS 
LOWER  THAN  THE  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  DETERMINED BY  PREVIOUSLY 
PUBLISHED  DIFFUSION  COUPLE  STUDIES  4HE  !UAT0T  $--# 
ACTIVATION ENERGY IS  LOWER THAN THAT OF THE !U0T DIFFUSION 
COUPLE STUDIES 4HE ATOMISTIC INTERPRETATION OF THIS DISPARITY 
IS THAT THESE DIFFERENCES CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO CHEMICAL FREE 
ENERGY BONDING EFFECTS 
  3URFACE CURVATURE 
!S  HAS  BEEN  DISCUSSED  ELSEWHERE  ;=  THE  CAPILLARY  EFFECT 
MAY  BECOME  AN  IMPORTANT  FACTOR  IN  DIFFUSION  PROCESSES 
WHEN THE PARTICLE SIZE BECOMES SMALL 4HE 'IBBS4HOMPSON 
APPROACH CAN BE USED TO PREDICT THE MAGNITUDE OF THE KINETIC 
PERTURBATIONS  INVOLVING A CURVED  INTERFACE  4HE EQUILIBRIUM 
CONDITION BETWEEN TWO PHASES IN AN NCOMPONENT SYSTEM IS 
A FAMILIAR USE	 4HIS APPROACH PROVIDES GUIDANCE IN EXPLAINING 
THE EFFECT OF ½LAMENT SURFACE CURVATURE IN THE TRANSFORMATION 
FROM  A  $--#  MICROSTRUCTURE  TO  A  HOMOGENEOUS  SOLID 
SOLUTION  )T  IS  ASSUMED  THAT  THE  METASTABLE  EQUILIBRIUM 
CONDITION BETWEEN ½LAMENT AND MATRIX SEPARATED BY A CURVED 
INTERFACE CAN BE OBTAINED BY EQUATING THE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL 
IN THE TWO PHASES WITH THE CURVATURE EFFECT 
4HE  CHEMICAL  POTENTIAL  CHANGE  AT  THE  ½LAMENTMATRIX 
INTERFACE CAN BE EXPRESSED AS 
  M 4 0	  F 4 0	  GNK  	
OR 
  F 4 0	 ¯ M 4 0	  GNMK    	
 
WHERE  F  AND  M  ARE  THE  CHEMICAL  POTENTIAL  OF  THE  SECOND 
PHASE ½LAMENT AND OF THE MATRIX RESPECTIVELY  I IS INTERFACE 
ENERGY  P  IS  THE MEAN  CURVATURE  OF  THE  INTERFACE  S  IS  THE 
MOLAR VOLUME OF  THE ½LAMENT PHASE AND 0  IS  THE PRESSURE 
OF  THE ½LAMENT  FOR A ¾AT  INTERFACE  THIS EQUALS  THE EXTERNAL 
PRESSURE ON THE SYSTEM	 %Q 	  IS VALID UNDER THE CONDITION 
IP  0 
)F IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE CURVATURE OF THE $--# ½LAMENT 
IS AS SMOOTH AS A CYLINDER THEN P  D!D6 ;=  )N THE CASE 
OF  CYLINDRICAL  D!DR   VH AND D6DR  VRH !CCORDING  TO 
THE  CHAIN  RULE  D!D6    D!DR	DRD6	  WE  OBTAIN  D!D6   
R  WHICH  ALLOWS  SUBSTITUTION  OF  INTERFACE  CURVATURE  BY P   
R  4HE  CHEMICAL  POTENTIAL  WILL  BE  EXPLAINED  IN  TERM  OF  A 
COMMON THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY ACTIVITY OF COMPONENT AK 
4HEREFORE %Q 	 AND RPx RPx
 x 24 LN AP CAN BE MODI½ED 
  24 )N AF ¯ 24 )N AM 
OR 
     EXP  	
AND FOR SMALL VALUES OF THE EXPONENT 
       	 
 
4HEREFORE WE CAN THEN ESTIMATE WHETHER THE EFFECT OF RADIUS 
SIZE WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR THE TYPICAL ½LAMENT SIZES SEEN IN THE 
!U0T $--# AS 4 IS IN +ELVIN I IS IN M*M AS WELL AS TYPICAL 
VALUES OF 6M  
 M AND 2   * MOL + GIVE 
4ABLE 
#OMPARISON OF ACTIVATION VALUES FROM THE LITERATURE AND ACTIVATION VALUES DETERMINED IN THIS STUDY
3YSTEM  1 +*MOL	  4EMPERATURE  2EFERENCE
      RANGE +	
 !U IN 0T DIFFUSION COUPLE      ;=
0T IN !U DIFFUSION COUPLE      ;=
!UAT 0T $--# TO EQUILIBRIUM      4HIS STUDY
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       	
 
%Q    SHOWS  THE  EFFECT  OF  ACTIVITY  RATIO  OF  ½LAMENTS  AND 
MATRIX  &OR  EXAMPLE  THE  SMALL  ½LAMENT  SIZE  RANGE   
NM	 OF THIS $--# CAN SIGNI½CANTLY INCREASE THE RATIO OF THE 
ACTIVITY TO  4HUS TO A DEGREE THE SIZE OF ½LAMENT 
CAN  CHANGE  THE  DRIVING  FORCE  OF  THE  TRANSFORMATION  OF  THE 
METASTABLE  $--#  TO  AN  EQUILIBRIUM  HOMOGENEOUS  SOLID 
SOLUTION 
  3TRAIN EFFECT 
4HERE ARE TWO MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM STRAIN ENERGY TO THE 
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM 4HE ½RST IS THE LATTICE MIS½T 
BETWEEN THE ½LAMENT AND MATRIX ,ATTICE MIS½T BETWEEN TWO 
LATTICES J	 CAN BE APPROXIMATELY DE½NED BY 
  D    	
 
WHERE DH AND DG ARE THE UNSTRESSED  INTERPLANAR SPACINGS OF 
MATCHING PLANES IN THE ½LAMENT AND MATRIX PHASE RESPECTIVELY 
!U AND 0T ARE BOTH FCC C&	 WITH LATTICE PARAMETERS OF  
NM AND  NM  RESPECTIVELY  THUS J     FOR !U0T 
4HESE  SMALL  DIFFERENCES  SUGGEST  THAT  THE  !U0T  INTERFACE 
COULD MAINTAIN COHERENCY OVER MODERATE DISTANCES 4HE LOW 
ENERGY OF A COHERENT  INTERFACE WOULD BE EXPECTED TO HAVE 
LESS  EFFECT  ON  CHANGING  THE  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  THAN  WOULD 
A  HIGH DEGREE  OF MIS½T  4HUS WE  CONCLUDE  THAT  THE MIS½T 
CONTRIBUTION  TO  ALTERING  THE  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  IS  PROBABLY 
SMALL IN A !U0T $--# 
3TORED  ENERGY  PROVIDES  THE  SECOND  CONTRIBUTION  FROM 
STRAIN ENERGY TO THE ACTIVATION ENERGY (IGHPURITY !U QUICKLY 
UNDERGOES RECOVERY AND RECRYSTALLIZATION AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
AFTER DEFORMATION (OWEVER OTHER INVESTIGATORS HAVE REPORTED 
THAT  HEAVILY  DEFORMED  0T    REDUCTION	  RECRYSTALLIZES  AT 
APPROXIMATELY  +  IN  MINUTES  ;=  4HUS WE CONCLUDE 
THAT  THE  EFFECT  OF  STORED  ENERGY  ON  ALTERING  THE  ACTIVATION 
ENERGY  IN  THE  !U0T  $--# MAY  ACCELERATE  DIFFUSIVE MIXING 
IN THE $--# DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF STORED ENERGY IE HIGH 
DISLOCATION DENSITY AND EXCESS VACANCIES	 IN THE 0T ½LAMENTS
  #ONCLUSIONS
  4HE ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR DISSOLUTION OF NANO½LAMENTS 
OF  0T  IN  A  !UAT0T  $--# WAS  FOUND  TO  BE        K*
MOL ALTHOUGH THE ACCURACY OF THESE VALUES MAY HAVE BEEN 
COMPROMISED BY  THE ANNEALING METHOD USED AS DISCUSSED 
IN  THE  2ESULTS  SECTION  4HE  EMPIRICAL  ACTIVATION  ENERGY 
DETERMINED IN THIS STUDY FOR !UAT0T $--# IS LOWER THAN 
THE  ACTIVATION  ENERGIES  DETERMINED  BY  OTHER  INVESTIGATORS 
FOR  SINGLE  CRYSTAL  PLANAR  INTERFACE  !U0T  DIFFUSION  COUPLES 
PRESUMABLY  DUE  TO  THE  EFFECTS  OF  THE  HEAVY  CURVATURE  OF 
THE 0T ½LAMENT INTERFACES WITH THE !U MATRIX AND THE MANY 
DEFECTS PRESENT IN THE $--# 
  4RANSFORMATION  OF  THIS  METASTABLE  $--#  TO  A 
HOMOGENEOUS  SOLID  SOLUTION  SHOWS  A  KINETIC  EXPONENT  N 
OF ^  4HE PHYSICAL MEANING OF DIFFUSIVITY OF $--# CAN 
BE  EXPLAINED  IN  TERMS  OF  THE  PERCENT  OF  TRANSFORMATION  OF 
MICROSTRUCTURE WITH RESPECT TO RESISTIVITY 
  7E  ESTIMATE  THAT  FOR  ½LAMENT  SIZES  OF    NM 
DIAMETER THE CAPILLARY EFFECT WOULD INCREASE THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THESE $--#´S BY A FACTOR OF  TO  
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